
 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently. 

1. A. reply  B. energy  C. beauty  D. quickly 

2. A. fan  B. call   C. dance  D. band 

II. Choose the word that has a different stressed syllable from the rest. 

3. A. solar  B. engine  C. water  D. avoid 

4. A. popular  B. instrument  C. piano  D. classical 

IIII. Choose the best option (A, B, C or D) to complete each of the following questions. 

5. This ______ can help you fly like a bird. 

A. bus   B. train  C. jetpack  D. car 

6. You _________ I should use solar energy. 

A. but   B. because  C. or   D. and 

7. She really wants _________ out. 

A. to go  B. go   C. going  D. goes 

8. Are there ________ solar panels on the roof of the building? 

A. some  B. any   C. a lot of  D. lots of 

9. Can you play the ______ or the piano? 

A. band  B. violin  C. fan   D. rap 

10. I _________ see Tom Cruise in the cinema tonight. I bought the tickets on Monday. 

A. will   B. be   C. will be  D. am going to 

11. Many people love this song. It’s going to be a big ______ this spring.  

A. view  B. lyric  C. fan   D. hit 

12. Before it’s dark, you need to ______ a new shelter with branches. 

A. build  B. climb  C. pick   D. use 

13. If she _________ that dangerous fruit, she will feel very ill. 

A. eat   B. eating  C. eats   D. will eat 

14. Archie was  ______ than Carl. 

A. fast   B. faster  C. more fast  D. fast more 

15. A _________ has ten years. 

A. decade  B. century  C. billion  D. millennium 

IV. Write the correct form of the words in brackets. 

16. Those ________ cars save money because they travel on solar energy. (FLY) 

17. People unable to drive can choose to buy ________ cars. (DRIVE) 
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18. We like _________ music from our country. It isn’t very modern, but it’s got a good rhythm. 

(TRADITION) 

19. Samba is __________ music. You can dance to it. (BRAZIL) 

20. The blue team were the best at ______ food and drink. (FIND) 

V. Choose the option that best completes each blank in the passage. Write A, B, or C in the blank. 

Nothing to Lose 

We (21) ________ fossil fuels in our daily life, but they are limited and cause pollution. A lot of scientists are 

working hard to look for some lossless and environmentally (22) ________ sources of energy. 

Solar energy is not new to us (23) ________ we use it to dry things every day. Solar panels catch sun rays and 

change them into electricity. We know that it is renewable because the sun never stops producing sunlight. 

Wind power is also an old source of energy. In the past, explorers used wind for sailing their (24) ________ 

to distant lands. A single windmill can pump water and generate electricity. To get much more power all at 

once, people install lots of giant wind turbines on wind farms. 

If we stop using fossil fuels, our planets will be (25) ________. There is nothing to lose when we use solar 

energy or wind power. 

21. A. make  B. use   C. get 

22. A. kind  B. common  C. friendly 

23. A. because  B. so   C. but 

24. A. maps  B. ships  C. bags 

25. A. hotter  B. bigger  C. greener 

VI. Read the text and answer the questions. 

The Review Site 

Reviewer: Mia 

We are the World  raised more than $60 million for African famine victims in 1985. Jackson wrote it with 

Lionel Richie for weeks. Many famous singers joined this music video. They showed their compassion, 

sympathy and humanity. I like Michael Jackson’s songs a lot. His songs have usually got good melodies and 

the lyrics are really interesting. For me, this song is the best of his. 

Reviewer: Paul 

Trống Cơm is s folk song from the Red River Delta. Foreign tourists like the song very much when they visit 

Vietnam. Do not pay attention to its lyrics because the beats are more important. If you like dancing, you will 

love this. I often dance to it cheerfully. It sounds happy. 

26. Who did We are the World raise money for?  

A. African children.  B. African famine victims.  C. People around the world. 

27. How long did Michael Jackson write the song? 

A. Days.   B. Weeks.     C. Months. 

28. What does Mia say about We are the World’s lyrics? 



 

 

A. good   B. happy    C. interesting 

29. Where does Trống Cơm come from? 

A. The Red River Delta. B. The Mekong Delta.   C. The Nile. 

30. What does Paul often do with Trống Cơm? 

A. Sing along.   B. Clap hands.    C. Dance. 

VII. Rewrite the following sentences with the given beginning in such a way that the meanings stay 

unchanged. 

31. This jetpack can help you walk and fly like a bird. 

=> You can  _________________________________. 

32. Study hard or you’ll fail the exam. 

=> If you don’t ______________________________. 

33. Solar energy is not new to us because we use it every day. 

=> We use solar energy every day,  ______________. 

34. Both solar energy and wind energy are renewable sources of energy. 

=> Renewable sources of energy include __________. 

35. Small cars are running safely under tunnel bus. 

=> It is safe for ______________________________. 

IX. Listen to the dialogue between Alex and the immigration officer. Choose the correct answer, A, B or C.  

36. Where does Alex from? 

A. the UK   B. the USA   C. Malaysia 

37. What is Alex flying to? 

A. New York   B. Penang   C. Bintan 

38. Where is the transfer counter? 

A. Gate 17   B. Gate 18   C. Between Gate 17 and 18 

39. What would Alex like to do in the baggage claim area? 

A. Check his luggage  B. Take his luggage  C. Put something into his suitcase 

40. Where should Alex stay now? 

A. Sit on benches  B. Sit on a sofa  C. Wait at a café 

----------------------THE END---------------------- 


